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Poor old Mario Draghi! He really must feel that, no matter what, 

he just don’t get no respect!  

How else do we explain his tetchy – even truculent – performance 

at the ECB forum this week? 

So bombastic was he that, in his opening address, he even stooped 

to a men’s bathroom taunt about just HOW much more successful 

his increasingly controversial ‘Asset Purchase Programme’ was 

than the various stages of the Fed’s QE equivalent. 

Nor did modesty prevent the inclusion of a none-too subtle refer-

ence to his infamous ‘whatever it takes’ coup de main - if it did also 

omit any hint that this particular coach-and-horses set was driven 

through both the ECB’s mandate and its practices of governance all 

of five years ago, now.  

It was also just a touch ironic that, on the day Two-Bubbles Carney tried to mitigate some of the ma-

lign consequences of his ludicrously lax monetary policy in the UK by forcing the banks to make 

greater provisions against consumer debt exposures, Mario the Magnificent was trumpeting his suc-

cess in getting his people to live similarly beyond their means. 

‘According to our Bank Lending Survey,’ he gloated, ‘our latest easing phase has coincided with a strong rebound in demand for consumer credit to purchase durable goods’  Very reassuring! 

Apparently, too, Europe’s recent – and highly belated – climb out of its slough of despond is all down to him. No entrepreneur would have expanded his payroll; no 

eager job-seeker would have refocused or retrained; no-one would have taken the hard decision to uproot themselves and move to a different country (read: Germa-

ny) to find work if it hadn’t have been for the APP, was the clear implication of his address. 

Grazie mille, Mario! 

A man who occasionally indulges in the career bureaucrat’s empty, ritual chiding of his ostensible political masters for their reluctance to undertake meaningful, but 

electorally risky ‘structural reform’ even had the gall to delight in the fact that, compared with the dark days of 2014, ‘fiscal policy has become more supportive’ – i.e., that 

 

As ever, more abundant money has—with a lag—caused cash 

registers to tinkle more frequently and that, in turn, has left IfO 

respondents feeling more positive about conditions. Watch that 

current tick down in M1 though; it might spoil the party. 
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not only individuals, but also governments, are increasingly 

outspending their resources, thanks to the ECB’s open-

handedness. 

Then there was that comic moment when, ignoring the up-

heavals involved in Brexit, despite the wilful helplessness of 

the authorities in confronting either a partly self-inflicted mi-

grant crisis or the ongoing threat of atrocity; regardless of the 

new schism opening up between ‘Old’ and ‘New’ Europe to 

add to those between North and South; overlooking the con-

tinued torment of Greece, the banking disasters in Italy, or 

the dangerous sabre-rattling on Russia’s western approaches, 

Mario reached for a full, Spinal Tap-style measure of rhetori-

cal overkill to declare that:- 

‘Today, things have changed. Political winds are becoming tailwinds. 

There is newfound confidence in the reform process, and newfound support for European cohesion, which could help unleash pent-up 

demand and investment.’ 

It clearly looks like Emmanuel Macron came back down from Mount Sinai the other week with Mario’s beloved 

Phillips Curve boldly chiselled on his tablets 

Indeed, the only downbeat note – as crazy as it seems to anyone not handicapped by an MIT macroeconomic 

mindwarp – was that inflation was not roaring along a little more vigorously.  

In that Orwellian doublethink which so many of our monetary masters have been trained to adopt, as well as ‘War is Peace. Freedom Is Slavery. Ignorance is Strength’, it 

now appears that ‘Scarcity is Prosperity’. 

How else are we to interpret this particular passage (emphases added):  

‘…one explanation for the slow improvement in inflation dynamics is that we are still suffering the after-effects of price shocks in global energy and commodity markets, which have led out-

 

Despite having made a new outright high, those  

revenues are actually well below trend. Will the last 

few months’ acceleration last long enough to regain 

it? Given their current dominance in the move, sales 

to the EZ will decide the issue 
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put and inflation to move in different directions…’ 

Can this mean anything other than: ‘if those dreadful engineering and 

entrepreneurial geniuses hadn’t exploited America’s much less debilitating 

legal approach to resource extraction and so helped raise every family’s stand-

ard of living by pumping copious amounts of shale gas and oil, I’d be even 

more of a hero than I think I am now’? 

For all his posturing, the truth is a little less glorious.  

If we look at the last two years during which Draghi’s latest 

scheme has been in operation, we find that the European central 

banks (the ESCB) have jointly expanded loans and securities 

purchases by just over €2.9 trillion – putting them a cool 116% 

over their starting point. 

Of that sum, just under €1.2 trillion has gone to buying govern-

ment debt (an effective €240 billion of it sourced from punters abroad and a like amount from EZ banks, each seemingly only too happy to offload their exposure 

into Mario’s resting bid). Another €1.6 trillion in round numbers went to the banks and a residual afterthought of €205 billion to the private, non-bank sector.  

Armed with this impressive influx of cash, Eurozone banks were happy to pass the benefits on to the productive sectors of the economy, yes? Well, barely, since 

they in fact granted only €240 billion of new credit – and so replaced the government debt they had formerly held, one might loosely argue. 

The upshot of all this manoeuvring? €940 billion in support payments to the state versus €450 billion to the private non-bank sector. Not exactly the mix for which 

one might have hoped and that >2:1 split looks even worse in percentage terms where the state proportion increased by more than a quarter overall (at a 10% p.a. 

pace) and private credit inched up a measly 3.8% - registering a glacial annualized gain of just 1.5%.  

Was this modest increment really supposed to have effected the dramatic renaissance that Draghi claims?  

Indeed, looking back further, to June 2016’s ‘whatever it takes’ moment, the €970 billion monetized between then and the end of 2016 was just more than the total, 

Zone-wide increase in government debt recorded for the period (five-sixths of that due to France, Italy and Spain, alone). At the same time that Leviathan was be-

 

Bravissimo, Mario. You’re 

keeping Italy France & 

Spain afloat, single-handed! 
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ing so handsomely feasted, the private sector 

famine saw its borrowers shed €1/2 trillion in 

credit. outstanding  

Take it back another jump to the start of the im-

plosion itself, all the way to September 2008, and 

the private sector change just about crawls back 

into the plus column, but the state now swallows 

up over €1.8 trillion of largesse, almost funding 

all of our Three Amigos’ €2.1 trillion joint cumu-

lative deficit in the interim – none of it in breach 

of the ECB’s sacred ‘mandate’, of course. 

As we frequently remark to those raging about how central banks have enriched the super-rich Few at the expense of the citizenry at large, much more 

attention should be paid to the fact that the hard-working, tax-paying, self-reliant Many have been even more shamefully ripped-off in order to feather-

bed the anti-productive bureaucratic hordes, their corporate cronies, and the outright feckless who populate the welfare rolls alongside the genuinely 

needy. 

Draghi and his peers may preen that they have finally promoted employment through effectively abolishing interest on capital, but they have done much more to 

hinder both the redeployment and the profitable expansion of the workforce, not just by keeping zombie firms in business but by sparing the public sector the need 

to effect the economies and make the adjustments to today’s radically altered circumstances which the private sector has had to undertake and, moreover, to under-

take while carrying so much central bank-financed deadweight upon its back. 

Markets reacted aversely to Draghi’s comments that deflation (!) had given away to reflation and also to his confused mumbling about being able to ‘look through’ all 

manner of airy-fairy influences on ‘core inflation’ which, he asserted, were disguising the ‘underlying inflation dynamics’ (sic). Bunds put on around 10bps in yield and the 

euro added a point-and-a-half to hit a 10-month high. 

‘Draghi gets hawkish,’ screamed the scribblers in response, not picking up the nuance that his closing calls for ‘prudence’, and ‘persistence’ were clearly meant to imply: 

‘Beruhigen Sie sich, Jens. The last Italian bank has not yet been made safe!’ 

Courtesy of 

Bloomberg 

Despite the post-Draghi sell-off, the market has still 

not quite managed to break the Crisis Era trendlines. 

It is getting awfully close, however... 
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Here we use those same revenues to give some context to the DAX 

(shown here the price, not the usual performance, index).  Unlike the 

S&P, this has not yet approached the Techmania peak  If not exactly 

worrisome, it can hardly be described as ‘cheap’, however 

If we next compare DAX returns to those to be had from German bonds 

(the REX index), equities’ growing richness becomes more apparent. If 

not yet beyond all precedent, only a modest rise in record-duration bond 

yields would soon push us towards past extremes. 

Courtesy of 

Bloomberg 

CDAX, meanwhile has made the sort of move 

which exhausted the last two great bull runs. 

Can it really do too much more? 
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With a deceleration in money creation and amid the bearishly flattening curve to which it is contributing, one 

would expect revenue growth in China soon to slow. Given that the speculative air has at least temporarily been let 

out of both housing and commodities, there would also appear to be less scope for  the misuse of balance sheets 

and credit lines to boost the bottom line in other, less –er– operational  ways.  Though the ‘National Team’—

China’s equivalent of the US ‘PPT’ or Japan’s ‘PKOs’—will be protecting the downside into October’s key 19th Na-

tional Congress, any such deterioration would soon expose the artificiality of current equity valuations. 
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US Non-financial corporate debt levels as a percentage of overall 

economic activity are not yet too elevated when compared to their 

long-term rising trend even if the ratios themselves are near their 

peak 

One comforting factor is that the cost of debt service is propor-

tionately low, thanks to central bank intrusion in the market. 

NB Implementation of Republican ideas about removing interest 

rate deductibility would have a big, adverse impact here. 

Furthermore, the last few years’ growth in that debt ratio is of 

a kind with those seen at the market tops in the late-60s, 1987, 

2001 & 2008 (circled in green) 
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With Nasdaq arguably the most expensive major stock 

market in the world today in relative terms, there should be 

little tolerance for such signs of fundamental overstretch. 

Momentum may be all you have to rely on. 

One dirty secret is that, for manufacturers of 

Tech (as measured by Census in its definitive 

QFR report) returns on capital are falling and 

debt levels are rising dramatically. Good job most 

of the Nasdaq bellwethers don’t actually make 

anything, eh? 

Both courtesy 

of Bloomberg 

Even more traditional stocks have now neatly 

replicated the scale of the ‘irrational exuberance’ 

move. Chartists will be twitching if we roll over 

here. 
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Courtesy of 

Bloomberg 

Gold, per se, is stuck in a rut, with not even 

the ECB-inspired USD sell-off able to shift it 

far from the mode of a ~6-year distribution 

In its role as a ‘crisis asset’, gold outperforms other commodities in step 

with ‘flight-to-quality’ surges into USTs in the bond market. But here, 

absent such a phase, the degree of relative over-valuation is striking 

With option volatility plumbing the depths as a result, it is inex-

pensive to position for an end to this stalemate. Overall this 

scaled put-call difference—or ‘risk reversal’, to use FX par-

lance—shows the market still commanded by (stale) bulls and 

hence perhaps more susceptible to a further decline than a rally. 
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The ‘world’ price of crude—proxied by Brent x the 

USD broad TWI—has fallen back to the high-

volume price in the middle of the post-Shale Bust 

range. A short-term correction may be due, but 

might only offer better selling levels.  

All courtesy 

of Bloomberg Natgas, meanwhile, unusual in not being partially 

protected by a sizeable short base, seems to be 

building a rather nasty head-and-shoulders for-

mation. Could we really see new lows ahead? 

No matter how you squint at this chart, the flat 

curve (low contango) does not seem to make sense 

in view of the elevated visible inventories to hand.  

This discrepancy can only add to vulnerabilities at 

the front end as OPEC disillusion sets in 
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Disclaimer 

 

All content is intended to give general advice only. The investments and instruments mentioned therein are not necessarily suitable for every individual and you should use this information 

in conjunction with other advice and research to determine its suitability for your own circumstances and risk preferences. The value of all securities and investments, as well as the income 

derived from them, can fall as well as rise. Your investments may be subject to sudden, often substantial, declines in value which may not be recoverable; others may expire worthless after 

a specified period. You should not buy any of the securities or other investments mentioned with money you cannot afford to lose. In some cases there may be significant charges which 

may reduce the value of your investment. You run an extra risk of losing money when you buy shares in certain securities where there is a large difference or ‘spread’ between the buying 

price and the selling price, a circumstance which means that, should you sell them immediately, you may get back much less than you paid for them. In the case of investment trusts and 

certain other funds, these may use or propose to use the borrowing of money in order to increase the size of their exposures and/or invest in other securities with a similar strategy. As a 

result, movements in the price of the securities may be more volatile than the movements in the prices of those underlying investments. Some investments may involve a high degree of 

such borrowing (often referred to as ‘gearing’ or ‘leverage’) This means that a small movement in the price of the underlying asset may have a disproportionately large effect on that of your 

investment. Accordingly, a relatively small adverse movement in the price of the underlying asset can result in the loss of the entirety of your original investment. Changes in rates of ex-

change may have an adverse effect on the value or price of the investment and you should be aware that additional dealing, transaction, and custody charges for certain instruments may 

result when these are not traded in your home currency. Some investments may not be quoted on a recognised investment exchange and, as a result, you may find them to be ‘illiquid’. You 

may not easily be able to trade your illiquid investments and, in certain circumstances, it may become difficult, if not impossible to sell the investment in a timely manner and/or at its indic-

ative price. Investment in any of the assets mentioned may have tax consequences regarding which you should consult your tax adviser. All reasonable care has been taken to ensure that all 

statements of fact and opinion contained in the either written or spoken form are fair and accurate in all material respects. All data is from sources considered to be reliable but its accuracy 

cannot be guaranteed. Investors should seek appropriate professional advice if any points are unclear.  

 Copyright ©2017 Cantillon Consulting Sàrl. Any disclosure, copy, reproduction by any means, distribution, or other action which relies on the contents of such materials, 

made without the prior written consent of Cantillon Consulting, is strictly prohibited and could lead to legal action.  


